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IWmODUCTIOJf

An Indication of the nature of modern society can be

eeen In the often-quoted cliche, the only thing that is cer-

tain seems to be change itself* American education hae been

no exception to this idea* However, the rate at which these

phenomena take place, how long such changes remain a part of

the educational picture, or what will be their long-lasting

effect* cannot be dealt with with such certainty* lasting

Innovations in education would appear to hare progressed

through three basic stages of development, or at least

through variations of these three stages.

First was the Initiatory or fetal level of develop*

Beat* This occurred when some need or deficiency in the

existing system or approach was discovered, unfortunately,

in a number of eases* the need was often discovered by those

outside of the field of education. Criticism and unfavorable

publicity undoubtedly have given added Incentive to those

who attempted to develop solutions to such problems.

The second step was the period in which the new

measures were tested and evaluated, tried in seae schools

and abandoned, tried in others and modified, or tried in

still ethers and carried on pex f£« As school after school

tested, evaluated and reported through the various means at

their disposal, the accumulation of their findings eventually
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led to the third prooess.

Finally, depending upon Whether the defielenoy still

existed or whether the Innovation sufficiently solved the

problem, the new development either gradually paessd from

innovation to standard practice or out of existence.

Of course, this process was never as simple and clear

out as this discussion would make It seem* There always

have been, and probably always will be, more than enough

people who prematurely jump on or Jump off of the bandwagon

of any such movement to sufficiently blur the lines of demar*

cation* litis, coupled with the decentralised nature of edu-

cation in this country, has made these steps mare Images In

the background.

'The concept of team tuaahlwg has been no exception to

the aforementioned pattern* The decade of the 1950' s brought

with It numerous problems that caused many of this country's

leading educators to take a look at the nation's schools*

The post-war baby boom, the expansion of the national eco-

nomy, technological advances and the phenomena known as the

to the conclusion that traditional educational practices
i

could not possibly satisfy the needs of the period*

1Hedill Balr and Richard G* Woodward, Team
lH Action* p. 215*
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with other Innovation* designed to fulfill cor*

tain of those needs, the concept of using a taaa of epeoia-

llzad teaaharo to mere affectively utilise new and existing

materials, resources and time available was put into the

experimental stage. Sarly reports of these projects seemed

to indicate such a high degree of success that many schools

launched programs without the careful preparation and plan*

nlng exhibited by their earlier counterparts, the Immediate

results of this early bandwagon seems to hare been a ooollng

of enthusiasm as unforeseen problems arose and the expected

results were not obtained*2 However, the cooler heads

apparently prevailed, and by 1963 another Increase In team

teaching programs was reported* This did not, however,

place team teaching safely Into the third stage of develop*

ment* Reports and articles as late as 196*5 indicated that

ash in the area of experimentation and evaluation still

needed to be done,3

of the manaflff

The purpose of this study was to (1) describe one of

^Editorial, The Team Teaching Bandwagon.- California
Journal of Secondary l̂ ueatlon. XXXV (April, I960

)

f W?-2W.

^David W. Baggs, III (ed. ), Bold Sew Venture r Team
Teaching, pp* 1*>W.



the team teaching projects at Central High School, Kansas

City, Missouri; (2) analyse the various features of the

Central project with regard to Its stated objectives; and

(3) give an overall evaluation of It which would perhaps

wans by which It could be Improved*

The Information used In the description of the

teaching project was obtained almost entirely through the

use of formal and Informal interviews and scheduled or un-

scheduled visitations to observe, class or planning sessions

in progress* iranisPfsmrt Mfan»4*i was obtained bv sstwfsI

interviews or conferences with the school principal and/or

vlee-prlncipal, A serai-structured interview was conducted

with each participating teacher In an effort to determine

attitudes and to gather certain factual information concern-

ing the background of the team members*** Ten Informal con-

ferences were held with students involved in the projeet to

gain some insight am to pupil reaction to the project* Fif-

teen scheduled elaas visitations and mnmn or eight unsche-

duled observations were conducted to see the team in actual

operation* Finally, two planning and evaluation sessions were

observed, one at the initiation of a unit of study and again

*See Appendix A, p. 38.
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near the completion of that Mate unit.

the analysis and the evaluation of the teas project

vara baaed upon information secured in the description and

frow a knowledge of team teaching: acquired through a review

of the literature on that subject.

The review consisted of teaa teaching programs im-

ported through professional Journals in the Kansas state

University Library since 1959 | general articles on teaa

teaching that have been published since 1959* and several

books on teaa teaching. Almost all of this aaterial was

found In the Kansas 3ta*e university Library, with the excep-

tion of a few journals which were at the bindery* In this

case, the facilities of the 25ollar Library at Ifcillipe

University. Enid* Oklahoma, were utilised to acquire the

missing articles.

Teaa teaching---the cooperation of two or more

in the presentation, planning and evaluation of a unit or

units of study to a predesignated group of students.

ffaater teacher—the t^athor whose sain responsibility

In a teaa situation is to direct the planning^ presentation

and evaluation of the unit or units of study,

aiblllty in a teaa situation Is to assist the Master teacher
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In the planning, presentation and evaluation of the unit (a)

of study*

Presentation group—the situation in which all stu-

dents participating in a given team teaching program seat as

one body for the presentation of basic material or informa-

tion*

, J,-.-;-. | •;.:.::;'> MMf**** Utaatioa In whiel the presen-

tation group is divided into smaller units of students for

learning activities that are not feasible in the larger

stuJy^~investigation or study pursued by

students on their own tlrae and under their own guidance*

fbfoltar grouping—the placing of students Into

classes with others of slailar scholastic capacity. At

central High Sahool such grouping was based on Intelligence

test scores, achievement test scores, and past class perfor-

Teaohsr load—the measureaent of the responsibilities

5
and duties of teachers expressed in units per seek.

5ftarl R. Douglas, Modern Administration of
&}&* pp. 96-105.S2)222i£



tmaam in world histobt ahd swslish
AT CENTRAL HIGH SCHOOL

At the Mm* of this study Central nigh School was

In a building* the main section of which was con-

structed in 1917* The marlsm student body capacity of the

original site was limited to 1*600 persons* Proa 1918 until

Wm HMMssI taiH *» » *»» expansion of the r^c'-ooi ptpMssswl

in Kansas City, Missouri, was handled rather effectively by

the construction of new schools in the areas where they wave

needed* However* by the «rt& of the War* Kansas City had

reached its present limits and, although two new high schools

have been erected since that time* the school-age population

of the city increased at a rate higher titan the schools

could handle* Central High sohool 9 s facilities were expanded

in 19^6 with the addition of a fifteen-unit classroom annex

and again in 19*9 with a three-unit vocational building*

These additions brought the proposed maximum ampacity up to

approximately 2*000 students* These Measures later proved

insufficient as the student body reached 2*400 by 1963*

The official population figure for September of 19&5 ***

2*653 students* This gradual process of overcrowding was

accompanied by another social phsiMMSBnoii*

The late 19^0's began to show an increase in the
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lnner-clty NCgro population, m 1956 Central High School

was accepting Hegro students, and by the 1965-66 eohool year

the process of re-segregatlon was practically completed,

the enrollment figures for September of 1965 Indicated only

sixteen White students were attending Central High. Scores

from Intelligence and achievement teste which were collected

by the personnel In the Central High school guidance center

began to Indicate some Important aspects In the Changs which

was occurring*

The Interpretation which was drawn from those figurest

by school administrators » was that while distribution of the

results of toe 3tanford-Blnet Intel licence Scale seemed to

be quite normal, a drastic positlire skewnesa In the distri-

bution of corresponding scores from the Stanford Aohlsvesont

Test appeared to Indicate that the majority of those tested

were achieving far below their potential capacity. Data

gathered from tests given to the sophomore class of 1965-66

was used to Illustrate this conclusion, and It was stated

that that Information very nearly duplicated test results

acquired from 1959 to 196**.6

In an attempt to solve those two problems of over-

crowding and low achievement, a vice-principal was assigned

to Investigate possible solutions. The first step was to

6sse Appendix B. f p. 41,
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assess the existing faculty, staff and physical facilities

to determine whether or not the problems could be handled

under those circumstances. Daring the 196^*65 school year

the total faculty and staff numbered one hundred thirteen

persons* Ninety-eight of these sere teachera, four were

administrators, five Here counselors, one ems a librarian,

and five sera members of the secretarial staff, The normal

teacher load was fire classes; one extra duty, usually in

the nature of lunchroom, hall or home room assignments and

often coming immediately before or after the teacher•*

lunch periods and one free or planning period* A seven-

period day was utilised, and to keep the average class else

down to thirty-five students, two or three elasses, some of

which wars home room elasses, wars masting la the auditorium.

Headless to say, no one was pleased with this arrangement.

It was discovered that three large classrooms were bsiflg

used for classes that only half-filled them. One of these

was a large science lecture room with the capacity to seat

about fifty persons} the other two were large olassrooms that

had originally been used as hows asking elasses, one seating

about seventy, the other having * total capacity of one hun-

dred fifteen. After further consideration of the total

situation, it was decided to initiate, starting with the

Spring seaostsr of the 19#*-65 school year, four team teach-

ing: projects. Two were in ninth grade citisenship, involving
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one hundred forty students and four teachers and utilising

the classroom that would aeeomaodate seventy persons* The

room seating fifty was used In a program for World History

and Hiysieal Science which involved two sections of forty-five

students and three teachers for two two-hour blocks of time,

Pinally t the lar?jest room was to be used in a project to

World History and tenth grade English* In all* a total of

four hundred students and ton teachers were participating

in the team projects*

pb.lttotjves st

The general objectives for establishing the team

teaching projects were the sam* for all of the programs.

First | they were to utilise more effectively tfre existing

space and personnel* secondly, they were to provide a mora

effective utilisation of available materials and resources*

Finally* through these first two steps* they ware to provide

a more diversified* and therefore more effective* learning

st teste umn1 foafltoto mfrq*
The home base for the World History and English team

was a large lecture hall* the dimensions of which were approx-

imately ninety-five feet in length and thirty-five feet In

width* This room was set up much in the manner of the stan-

dard classroom and was not* at the time of this study,
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•quipped with such special Apparatus as moveable partitions,

permanent motion picture or overhead projector screen* there

were no other smaller classroom* definitely assigned to this

project for use of the discussion groups or for independent

the team teaching team was composed of three teachers

of varying backgrounds, education and teaching experience.

9m criteria for selection of all of the teas members were,

at first, willingness to participate in such projects. After

an Informal survey of available faculty memberb by the

administrator working on the projects to determine such

willingness, the educational backgrounds and the teaching

experience of those expressing a desire to participate were

scrutinised to determine the exact placement and assikcup of

the teams,

•fleaeher A of the World Historywanglish team had bean

teaching Social Studies at Central for eleven and one-half

years and was certified to teach all subjects in the area

of social studies plus most of the courses offered In

science. He held undergraduate degrees In both history and

education, as well as a laster f s degree in education. All

of these degrees were granted by the university of Missouri.

B had two and one-half years of teaching

>, all cf them at Central. "B* had attended

Junior College, Sheridan, Wyoming, from 1959 until
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1961 and had then attended the University of llssourl at

fanaat City until hla graduation from that institution in

1963* He was granted an undergraduate degree in education

and was eertiflod to teaoh English* 'Poacher I also had, by

the summer of 1965* eoapleted eighteen hours of graduate work

at the University of Missouri at Kansas City*

Teacher C was the youngest member of the team In

terms of experience. He had had only one year of teaching

experience. *C* graduated from the University of Oklahoma

In 196I with a Bachelor of Arts in the fields of History and

Sagllsh* after travel in ouropo, he returned to the univer-

sity of Missouri at Kansas City, Where he completed the

courses in education necessary for certification. Teacher C

had also completed fifteen hours of graduate study in educa-

tion at the University of Missouri at Kansas City.

Teacher A, on the basis of his experience and educa-

tion, was initially designated the master teaeher of the

World History-English group* As time passed, however, this

position eventually (though net officially) became a rotating

one, falling to the member who seemed to be best qualified

In any given area of study.

The teaeher load of the team members was not signifi-

cantly different from most of the other teachers at Central

High School. TeasHer A had a regular world History class

of about twenty-three Ogroup students In addition to the
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two teaa Motions. He also had a homeroom as an extra duty*

Teacher C had the mm situation except that instead of a

hMWM aa an extra duty, he was a co-sponsor of the school

yearbook* Teacher B had an A~group in eleventh grade

2ngllsh, the two tea* sections, and was co-sponsor of the

student council.

Approximately one hundred seventy B-group sophomores

partieipated in the Knglish-WOrld History program. TheM

students were divided into two equal groups, one half

eating for a two-hour block during the second and third

periods of the Mhool day and the other half meeting in

another two-hour block during the fifth and sixth periods.

The um of time during these blocks was intended to be

flexible, and the specifle scheduling within them was left

up to the members of that particular team. The project was

to utilize preMntation or large-group instruction, discus-

sion groups and independent study, but the specific use of

these devices as Mil as their scheduling was left to the

discretion of the team*

The team projects were given priority in the use of

audio-visual aids. The English-World History teM was

assigned a combination public address system-record player,

a movie projector, a fllmstrip projector, and a very portable

desk-top overhead projector. An opaque projector was avail-

able from the audio-visual center, but was seldom used.



The basic course content followed that prescribed In

the curriculum guides published by the Kansas City, Ussouri,

School District for both social studies and English, as did

the basic course objectives.? However, due to the Inter-

disciplinary nature of the project, mm modifications sere

aade out of necessity.

Since the only eurrieulua guide provided for English

courses by the Kansas City, Missouri, school District sac

itself rather flexible, it was decided that the major efforts

toward curriculum integration would be aade by coordinating

the literature and composition portions of tenth grade

English with the overall World History objectives and acti-

vities* the study of grammar was treated much as It would

have been in a regular isnglish class, and little attempt was

made to integrate it* Usually a number of periods ranging

from thirty to sixty minutes ware set aside in amah unit

for ln.tru.Uon in grmmmr*

Planning sessions were categorised into three major

types* First were the long range sessions* These included

a series of meetings in the week prior to the beginning of

school in which a skeleton outline or schedule for the entire

?3ee Appendix C, p« *&•

H*m appendix D, p. 56.
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It This was actually little sore then a modifi-

cation of the outline from the curriculum guides. The

second type of long-range session was the unit planning

meeting that was held about every three or four weeks.

These meetings were held Just previously to the introduction

of a new unit, and last-minute revisions were usually made

at that tiao. The major purpose of these meetings , howevert

mis to plan the unit to follow the one about to be intro-

duced. It was in these meetings that the master teacher role

gradually evelved into a rotating rather than a permanent

position.

The short-range sessions were usually referred to as

on-the-spot meetings. These were for the purpose of revision

of the unit that was being conducted at the time.

The third type of session was for the purpose of

evaluation or criticism. Toward the end of the 19^5 Pall

semester* a difference of opinion began to develop among two

of the team members, and by the end of the 1965*66 school

year these meetings were all bat suspended. An evaluation

session for the entire 1965-66 school year was scheduled for

the last week of August, 19&6. It was hope* that all of

the teams could meet at that time and attempt a meaningful

evaluation of their projects.

Mo formal evaluation devices were used in the 1965

Spring aernestar programs. Realising the value of such an
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evaluation, arrangement* were made to provide this tor the

1965-66 school year. During the eeoond week of that school

year, Form A of the Cooperative Social Studies Teats in

Civics and Perm A in World History was administored to the

teas groups. Forms 3 were given near the end of the same

year. At the time of this paper the results were not

available for investigation, nor had any official Judgment

ooncerning the future of the team projects been made. It

was interesting to note, however, that only one of the

members of the World History- -English team planned to return

to Central in a teaching capacity for the 1966-67 school

term. Teachers A and B had signed teaching contracts In

other school systems.

-valuation of World History aM English ^ojeet

The evaluative portion of this study was divided Into

two main areas of investigation. Such aotlon was taken in

an effort to achieve as much clarity as possible, and it

seemed, at the time, to afford a more logical means of pro-

gression through the material.

The first area was one in which most of the actions

and decisions concerning team teaching were made by the ad-

ministrators at Central High School. Therefore it was called

the area of administrative involvement and responsibility

The introduction of team teaching at Central nigh
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to parallel rather closely the steps through which

most educational Innovations have progressed. Needs or de-

ficiencies were detected in the existing structure, and a

search ensued for scans by which those deficiencies could be

corrected* While such a search need not fall inevitably

within the realm of actual administrative involvement. It

must certainly do so if the results of such investigation

are to be initiated in the expectation of any lasting re-

sults*

Aside from the fact that the actual efforts to dis-

cover solutions for the problems of overcrowding and under-

achievement were carried on almost entirely by administrative

personnel, an examination of the overall objectives of team

teaching at Csntral, in relation to a definition advanced

by G. T* Kowitx, tended to place the team programs into a

broad area referred to as administrative innovation. Accord-

ing to Kowitz, such innovation was not aimed at the intro-

duction of new course content, but rather it was directed

toward better ways of achieving old or traditional goals*9

The very fact that the team teaching projects were introduced

to bring about better utilization of facilities and person-

nel that already existed, with no actual change in course

9b# 8, KcQuigg and P. R* smith (ed*), secondary
Today * Readings for Btoaators . p. 222.
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content or overall educational goals, sufficiently established

the projects as administrative Innovations or, as many elaas-

room tssohffi preferred, as administrative devices.

The general goals for this Innovation were based, then,

en certain assumptions in relation to the expressed problems

and their inherent limitations, The major assumption was

that student achievement could be Improved by increased use

of a variety of educational techniques rather than only

through the traditional lecture or presentation approach.

The second basic assumption which mas made mas that the team

method mould best fulfill the existing needs when the limita-

tions of personnel, space, and money mere considered.

The first assumption has been fairly well substan-

tiated by research In that area, though the results of such

investigation tended to be more quantitative than qualita-

tive,10 The second assumption, however, was quite another

matter since success or failure of most projects of that

nature has been dependent upon quite a number of variables.'

One of the more important, perhaps the most important, mea-

sures to be considered in the handling of those variables

was the amount and quality of administrative planning that

11

10R. W, DeBeaer and D. H. \tytmt -staff Utilization,
Development and T?valuation," Beyle* of flueatlonal ftei

XXXI (October, 1961), p. 39*U

11

Practices,

'

G, T. Kowlts, "Change and Improvement of School
XLII , 19^1), P. 216-18.
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must take place before any team teaching project should be

Initiated* Many artiales on this subjeot had long and de-

tailed lists of factors that should be considered,12 Others

merely listed general areas of importance and gave a few

suggestions in each area, 1 ^ The best reported projects

appeared to indicate that a conclusion reached by R, H,

Anderson was very nearly always oorreot. The conclusion

stated that the utmost care and planning, administrative and

teacher, had to be undertaken for even the smallest steps if

the total program was to be a success,1*

The factors that were considered in the administrative

planning for the world History and English project at central

High School were In the areas of physical facilities, per-

sonnel, scheduling, and evaluation. Flaws in this planning

stemmed from two major sources} (1) Inexperience and (2) a

lack of adequate information concerning the various aspects

of team teaching, in light of these conditions, it was

surprising that no greater effort was made to obtain more

information, or at least to consult someone with experience

in the area. The use of an expert consultant at that

12L, W, Downey, "Direction Amid Change, - Ihi Delta
, XLII (February, 1961), pp, 186-191,

13lbld.

X*R, H, Anderson, •'Three Examples of Team Teaching in
Action," flat flajfrani, Schoo|

iffi
LXV (Kay, I960), 65.
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particular stag* of development might haw been invaluable.^

The facilities of nearby universities should also have bean

more thoroughly investigated concerning the possibility of

consultation and printed information. The university of

Missouri at Kansas city, the University of Kansas, and can*

tral Missouri Stats College Hare all within easy driving

distance, while the university of Missouri, Kansas state

Teachers College, and Kansas State University were not

exactly inaccessible.

Deficiencies In physical facilities existed at

Central in all of the team projects* The flaws, however,

ware not so much in the category of room selection as in

the use of the facilities after they were selected. In the

ease of the English and world History room, no modifications

were mads except to move in more chairs* Soma authorities

feel that old space may be utilised with proper planning,

but best results have bean reported from projects in

specially designed units or at least where some modification

had taken place.16 The installation of moveable partitions

seemed a highly feasible idea for this team project because

of the largeness of the room and added aaaa with which it

15oavid W. Beggs, III (ed.), Bald
P» 99*

l6Luvarn L. Cunningham, "Keys to
I (October, I960), p, 55.

Teaching,''
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would have allowed teat Mabtn to utilise It for discussion

groups* This would have saved a great deal of time that was

lost laovlng to other rooms for suoh groups*

Teacher asslgjucnt proved to be a hidden nemesis for

the world History and English team. The background Informa-

tion on educational and teaching experience, which was listed

In the descriptive portion of this paper, was assumed to be

an adequate basis upon which assignment could be made* This

later proved to have been an erroneous decision. It had

boon taken for granted that pvop9T training and experience

would be a sufficient starting point and that cooperation

would necessarily follow because of the attitudes expressed

by the team members concerning their willingness to partici-

pate in the project* while this attitude was essential, as

attested to by

members was attributed to certain differences of opinion

basic educational philosophy* on this point, at least

two experts have reached the conclusion that a oongrueney

of such values is absolutely necessary for any collaboration

to occur within a team teaching situation**° Therefore, it

,*' a lack of

17Ibl£., pp. 5&-55.

ISjtoy A* Larmee and Robert Ohm, "University of Chicago
laboratory School Freshman project Involves Team Teaching,
Mew Faculty Position and Regrouping of Students," National
Association of nasi n idart School TnllsFtslfT XXXXIV (January,
1900 It PP. &&MV.
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that some such oongrueney should be exhibited before

Another aspect of teacher assignment which seemed to

have been overlooked was the assignment of teacher load*

Hhen pupil-teacher ratios and the extra duties of the teas

members were compared to those of the regular elassreom

teachers, the responsibilities of the two groups appeared to

be about equal* Thli comparison, however, did not take Into

consideration the extra time for preparation and planning

which would be required of the toam teachers if their project

was to meet Its desired objectives. The diversity and flex*

iblllty which these objectives required could only have been

met With careful planning* and such planning should not be

hampered by the same time limitations that are placed upon

a regular olassroom teacher*19 An extra planning period

should have been provided for the teachers participating in

the team project* Sons school systems have gone so far as

to give team teachers extra pay for their efforts* 20

The administrative scheduling of the World History

English groups was not considered to be one of the

of the program* The two-hour blocks, while not

^Editorial, "The Team Teaching Bandwagon,* California
Journal of Secondary BJHMIfrlfflV xxxv (April, I960), p. SJfc™

s » 2£» olt** p* 33*
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Mi flexible as the scheduling described la Mae projects,

such ss the dally scheduling at Brookhurst Junior High

School, Anaheim, California, where scheduling was made on an

Individual and dally basis,21 did represent a acre realistic

attempt to attain flexibility within the Halts imposed by

conditions at Central High school* Since flexibility

within the two-hour blocks was the responsibility of the

team members , tn ssTfrtowm in that area cannot be blamed en*

tirely on administrators.

His rasponsibillty for one serious oversight, how*

ever, has been placed at the feet of Central administrators*

This oversight was In the area of evaluation* Wo really

practical method of evaluation was ever considered in the

Jeets* The projects had been in operation for one complete

semester before any definite plans for evaluation ware mads,

Bven at that point, the only formal evaluation planned was In

content achievement, well constructed team teaching projects,

without exception, have In their early planning stages in-

cluded provisions for adequate evaluation* Many of these, in

keeping with their overall objectives, included evaluation not

only of oourse achievement, but also of materials, needs of

^McQalgg and Smith (ad*), o£* olt*. p. 260*
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students, and the personnel involved. 22 The failure to in-

elude provision* for effective evaluation «u seen as a defi-

nite disadvantage. Some of the problems which developed

during the 1965-66 school year might not have oeeurred had

proper evaluation been made during the Spring semester of

1965.

The second portion of the evaluation of the World

History and aaglish team teaching project was that area in

which most of the actions and decisions were made by the

teachers involved* The shortcomings in the area of teacher

involvement and responsibility mere for much the same

reasons as those which oeeurred in administrative involve*

nest and responsibility, inexperience, the lack of a

thorough mnAsrstanding of some of the fundamental ooncepta

of team teaching, and finally a lack of enthusiasm mere all

blamed for the stagnation which occurred in the project*

The implications of these faults mora demonstrated most

clearly in the planning phase of teacher involvement, as

they mare In administrative involvement.

The most glaring disappointment in the entire team

program mas undoubtedly the degenerated state of the team

planning sessions. This mas Initially attributed to the

22l« J. cronbaoh, "Course Impnifament through Evalu-
ation,* Teacher College accord. LVIV (Hay, 196*3) t P» 672-86,
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disagreement which had developed between two of the teaohers

In the teaa. The effect of this dispute was quite demorali-

sing, and its efseots sere seen in several aspects of the

total program* the most apparent was demonstrated within the

planning sessions themselves* It was in these sessions that

the master teacher role had evolved into a rotating rather

than a permanent position* This arrangement was not an un-

workable one If the rotation had been based upon teacher

talents and specialisation* 2^ This idea had been expressed

by team members, but actual observation of sessions did not

reinforce that lapression* not only was collaboration

affected during the planning stage by the team split, but it

was noticed also that some differences in e&phasis and inter*

pretation were being given in the actual teaching process*

Xn fact, the role of master teacher was changed when It was

applied to the actual teaching situation* The dispute* pre-

viously referred to* also caused* or at least was partly

responsible for, the evolution of the teaching duties from a

situation in which specialization played a major role to one

in which one teacher would handle the morning section and

another would handle the afternoon group* with little or no

23m. F* noall* "The need for
Modification in Vahlquist, Hoosevelt
Schools* • Salifornjya. Journal ©£
(February, I960), p, 108*

Effects of Schedule
Hurricane High
jduoation, XXXV
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regard for special ability. Teacher C handled world History

presentation In the morning group, while Teacher A took care

of the same material In the afternoon. Teacher B mas respon-

sible for teaching grammar In both sections* While this de-

nuded the project of the advantages of teacher specialization,

It also seriously hampered the achievement of flexibility*

The scheduling within the two-hour sessions was the

responsibility of the teaching team and, as such, reflected

the neglect of one of the major assumptions upon which the

objectives of team teaching were based* The use of presen-

tation groups was nearly four times that of the dlsousslon

groups* 2 Aside from this apparent predominance, observation

of actual dlsousslon groups revealed little of what could

actually be considered class discussion* These groups

usually numbered about twenty-eight pupils, and only a small

minority actually participated* For a majority of the

students, theme groups were nothing more than a smaller

presentation group* The concept of Independent study also

tended to reinforce the overall dominance of the presentation

approach* All Independent study was evaluated by library

projects and reports made to the whole group*

This situation presented quite a limited concept of

to projects that reported

2*See Appendix D, p* #.
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approximately forty percent of their total class time as

being spent In discussion groups numbering froa fifteen to

twenty pupils. 25 it was quite limited, also, when compared

to the released time independent study procedures that sere

reported by Trump*26 The situation seeaed to have added

proof to the idea that no concept of olass sise sas justi-

fiable without consideration of function, purpose, and pro-

27

Audiovisual materials sere often utilized in the

World History and English projeot, but again the nature of

MM coul Hi available Mftl it feMl MMwI for -r^entiitlon

group use*

A great deal of blame sas placed upon the facilities

in which the team functioned In regard to the dominant use

of the presentation groups. However, it must be noted that

little effort was made to correct the situation* Team

morale and cooperation may have had sore than a little to do

with the situation* The lack of overall Individual team

evaluation was a serious hindrance In this light.

25tawrell Jensen and others, "Eighth Grade Teas
Teaching at the Boosevelt Junior High School, " California
Journal of Secondary Muoatlon. XXXV (April, I960), p. l&Wtf,

and Smith, $£• clt.. pp. 253-268*

R. H. Johnson and ft D, Lobb, "The Transfer
aaered Seeondary-sohool schedu]

of Secondary B&ucatlon XXX? (February,
*ye

i^6oy
Afog

fti
i
*wm*
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It MM interesting to note the reaction of a portion

of the students involved in the team program* Of those

interviewed, a majority expressed dissatisfaction with the

programs. She objections ranged from boredom to elass size*

and a few expressed dislike of one or two of the team

teachers. The most common objection was that the presenta-

tion groups ware boring because it was always pretty much

the "same old thing*" Some disliked the confusion and the

waste of time in trying to settle the group down at the

beginning of the two-hour periods. Another Interesting,

though perhaps act too reliable, element that was discovered

among this fjrcmp was that those who felt they had been

successful in the team project also felt they had been

successful in regular courses in English and social studies.

Those opinions seemed to concur with tendencies reported

by Larmee and Ohm in their Investigation of a team project

at the University of Chicago Laboratory School.

*

8

COWTLUSION

She description and analysis of the World History

and English team teaching project at central High School

have shown the following facts. The project was based upon

Inadequate preparation by administrators and

IILarmee and Ohm, oj>. pit ., p. 289.
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through Incomplete understanding of the basic concept* of

team teaching. This led to incomplete planning on the part

of both teachers and administrators* The stated objectives

for the team project were not achieved due to (1) facilities

which were not entirely appropriate. (2) assumptions basic

to the objective not being kept in mind, (3) large or presen-

tation group domination of class time, and (fc) the unfortu-

nate presence of basic disagreements among Was members.

The facts presented led to the ultimate conclusion

that the project as it existed at the close of the 1965-66

school year was. at best, of limited value. The only saving

aspect of the project appeared to be in the fact that it

did, to a certain extent, help to ease the existing problem

of overcrowding*

If it should be decided in August of 1966 that this

project will be continued in the 1966-67 school year, the

following suggestions have been made for the improvement of

the team teaching program* Adequate preparation would be

improved by (1) use of a specialist or consultant, (2) a

thorough review of literature in the area of team teaching,

(3) more attention to educational philosophy and personality

in selection of team members, (b) moveable partitions for

the World History mat English room, and (5) provisions for

the evaluation of pupil achievement, materials and resource

utilisation, and personnel included from the very beginning*



The project might be acre effectively carried out by (1)

careful planning with the objectives of the project clearly

In oind, (2) provisions for teacher self-evaluation as well

as evaluation of student achievement, (3) flexibility ob-

tained through such evaluation, and (k) wise use of teacher

specialities*
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, Public Schools, My, IWoTpp* 2^30.

*• BMlMfiUt («•*» to "Style Sheet")

A* Capitalization (review If necessary)

B« Punctuation
1. All uses of poems new emphasis om

a. Rostrlotlve and non-restrlotlve elausee ant
phrases

b. Apposition
e. Direct quotations
d. Broken direct Quotations

2. seal-colon (review If necessary)
3. colon i letter and list; I.e., following these.

mi etc., and following
use* (revlLot-: fro- fm \

£ aaawajftm awVki
a. paragraphing quoted dialogues
b. quoting a title Inside of direct quotation
c. Indirect quotation (no, marks)

6» Underlining fItalics)
e: Change "Style Sheet" to agree with text,

PV329.

0« Structure

*
a, Use of adjective, adverb, noun clauses—not Just

dcfinltlone (adjective olauaeo—Include those
starting with

>renoe be
(punctuation

..1th where or when )

b. fferenee between rsatflflfavc and non-reatrH

2.

3. Parts ot speech
a* By definition
b* By reeognltlon of what they do. In a
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f9o?oi^Mpronoun
Conjunetions (from memory work In 9th grade)
prepositions with their objects

5) Modifiers
(*) AdJaefclygs (single aord)
(b) ] rinatb (sJiMelo word)
c) i ioTive phrase (prepositional, partlci-

81

In 9th grade)
(f) Adverb clause

By elaseifloation
(1) Pronouns

(prepositional, infinitive)
(review froa aeoorj

t "signal" suoh clauses

[b]

Personal
Relative
Demonstrative

[d) Indefinite
[e) Interrogative

(2) Adjectives
(a) Limiting
(b) Descriptive
(e) Proper
(d) Pronominal
(e) T^e articles: a, an* the
(f

)

Demonstrative
(3) maam

(a) Common
(b) Proper (note capitalization)
(c) Collective (note verb
(d) optional* abstract, concrete, adverbial

(b) Verbs

\o) inxransivrive
(e) Additional information* voice and

(5) Conjunctions
(a) Coordinate

1. staple t and, ©£,
2. Correlatives:

** Speelal emphasis inusage problems (levels of usage)
a* Double negatives involving no, not , hardly .

mm.* aastasea* asm* asi gas*, fflrwflr*

the book for the. £&&& Jfittfi
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3.

for £ or 3|

ffo

rcal-roally . most-alisoat .

6.
7*

htw for these

for off

"for reason Is that

, *sTnoe they change fora)
a. Subject, predloate nominative (word, pronoun)--

after linking farba
b. Direct object
e. Indirect object
d. Object of preposition, praotieed together with

pronouns, especially compound proasr"
e» Apposition
f # Subject of Infinitive (In objeotive
Comparison of adjectives and adverbs
Abbreviations and their use
a* Ampersand (ft)—not used in themes
b, tttc—not used in themes
o. SttmbaraS-wrltten out unless acre than three words

objects

)

©• legibility (review "Style Sheet"
Handwriting scale")

requirements and

8* Spelling
1. This list is to be ussd on the Inlmua Essentials

Test at the end of the 10th gradet

arguing
artlole
athletic
benefit
benefited
brilliant
sJaawjameMs
chief

Lt

environment
equipped
excellent
exercise
expense
experiment
finance
foreign
generally
grateful
guidance
holy

aaasjli
masjala
naturally

nexgnoor
nickel
noticeable
occasion
occasionally
occur
occurred

principal
prlnolple
probably
BMffSJSSJSt

imaginary
lmaglnatic

official
opportunity

quantity
realize
receipt
receive
maaamg
aaltamm
ridiculous
separate
shepherd



controlled
criticism
dealt
decision
despair
destroy
develop
difference
disappoint
dlrlne

immediately
Intelligent
Intelligence
Island
judgment

aooracory
license
likely
loneliness
aagesinc
medicine

original
peaceable
MMMMMt
personal
persuade
politician
possess
possession
practical
MNMfMF
EtmfMfxa4
preparation

-;; ''i

MUM
stretch

therefore
thorough
unusual
usually
vegetable
wholly

333, »S
prlncl,^

I

2. Homonyms, see text, pp9 157, 176,
3* Words used In study of language:

fc. ^^seS^from^S! pp! 332-337* and from pupils*
reading and writing
Syllabication
Weakly spelling tests will be administered as follows*
a* Twenty new words
b. Fire review words
o* Grade scale - s » errors

3 m 1 error
M » 2 errors
I 3 errors
I— * errors
p • 5 errors

P. Vocabulary
1. second part of Word Wealth
2. Review first ptKtoY^g3rvj»_&

prefixes, suffixes
3. Technical words used In various parts of this course:

for basic roots,

abstract (meaning)
allegory
alliteration

bibliography
blank verse
MWUttfll

allusion
anonymous

idyl (idyll)
imagery
Incident
Inforaal
(not clothes)

inverted order

analysis
atmosphere
(setting)

refrain
repetition
research
resolving a con-
flict (resolu-

revelatlon
rhetoric
rising action
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isyM?j
local color

scene (drama)
collaborator mental image settln-
clarity (coherence) *ood soliloquy
clue monosyllable sonnet
conflict (plot) multiple -::>• • -:\ mm

stanza
narration stereotypes,

ftefejeAyael
sub-topic

denotation
derivation novelist
description MHJNMMN
documentation omniscient
Dewey Decimal
System

draft

opinion
organisation
(main topic •

theme (both)

Htfc^
drarsatlet sub-topics) tragedy

overtones transition
editorial oversispllf1cation
edition unabridged
elegy Mlftfl i- e unities In drama
eple psi Hsitciitm j) (time, place,

action)epigram Maam#flM
extract paroly universality

pastoral (as applied to
• ^^^*4^b^^J*0f \ t(* **g*w ^St^S' iHfliag theme, charac-
ootneeted with plagiarism ter—why?)

figurative language
plausible variety

i playwright NHM
fluency polysyllable versification
foot (rerse t) predict visualisation
footnote* prefaee
force (emphasis)»--« » # j
x oroeoocjftCiwLUK lujnw"

pun wordiness

-Tfttle fareeaat)
KAD3RfS GUIDE

gloacary redundant,
graphic redundancy

H* SHafitt

•a v ^*w fj^w^a^pw"4pV« ^mp ^w IkKirV

1* Main topic
2* Sub-topics
3. Transitions
&• Introduction, body, conclusion—useful outline
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B. Familiarity with terminology involved in composition

1* Exposition
9 ttam%Mw4*4 t\n

ll Dialogue (punctuated properly)

5, Sassy
6, Thame (both meanings* *thome» as a written exercises

»theme» as tha stated or unstated purpose of writer)

7, Plguree of speechi sialle t metaphor, personlfieation,

alliteration
8, Unity in sentence, paragraph,
9# Summary (clincher) sentenes

C. Responsibility in criticizing own writing

1. Bsoognitlon of run-on sentenees

2. Recognition of sentence fragments
1. Recognition of misplaced modifiers
6, Beeognition of indefinite anteoedent

5. Recognition of laok of agreement in number with

anteoedent
6* Bsoognitlon of laok of agreement between subject

mi m% __
? Bsaagnition of dangling modifiers
8. Recognition of oonslstenoe in these. -and tense

9, Recognition of correot plurals and posseesiras

10. Beeognition of laok of coherence in a sentenoe

D. Speaaal problems oonneoted with writing
1, Documentation
2* Revision
3« Plagiarisa
b. Trite expressions
5. Continuation of praetioe, suggested for 9th grade,

of using transitional word or phrase for every

K* subject matter for writing practice
1» Letters

2, Analysis o? Seme of story or poem <wjjy. did author

write it?)
B

Summary of story, play, novel (attention to brawlty)
What is the skeleton outline of what happens?

, Description of characters—in book or classroom

, Analysis of character (character sketch)
7* Editorial



8* Personal assay
9. Formal ••say
10. Informative article—how do you make aoaatiilng, do

something, use something?
11. Paraphrase of a poaa
12. Precis of expository artlele (seienye *»°*? > .

13. Dismission of anothorf • method* toplo sentence and

development thereof* Hem done? Material can *• £*«
any text or from opening paragraphs In novel. What

do«s author tall* how, how wall?
Ifc. Limerick, oouplet, ballad, sonnet (from Imitation)

15. Autobiography
16. Argumentative ossay on current ©Tent

# £ Familiarity with tenalnology involved In reading

1. Cheek XI-B In thlB course guld©
2. Cheek "literary* words under Vocabulary in this

course gold©

B. Knowledge of literary types
1. Hovel

a* Setting (how presented}
b. Hoi (point of view, oonfllet, variety of solu-

tions—including no solution)

•puppet-Ilk*" quality)
d. Thais (author's purpose)

2. Shorvstbry--same as IlX-B-l~lnol«dlng "single
impression"

3. Poetry (paraphrasing, reading aloud for cadence

and sensory Impressions, figurative language.
Inverted order plus omission of words)

I:

a. comedy, tragedy
b. characters (realistic or romantic)
c. comparison of advertising for drama found In

ads (movie, T, V. f stage) to literary reviews
about the same drama

d. Dialogue as eluos to past, hints about futur©
•• Flashbaeka as method of overcoming tlm© and

spaa© limitations
Saaay (note bias and/or personality of author)
Biography

C. Special reading projects
1. Mswspaper and magasines TriTTIIHl Sail star and Tlfltl
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2.

I:

6.
?.

9.

. in class)
Individual reports on preferences in magazines
Analysis of advertiiseaents—fallacies in logic
Analysis of editorials in newspapers and magasines
Listening to directions—following directions given
In series
one free-reading day per week in class
One book report per grade period—the reoord to be
kept on cumulative card started in 9th grade

Two or three books a semester from the English
Library—these are recommended choices:

11 AFmrtntag
was not read in the 9th grade

MUM

(Anthology)
logy)

(Anthology)

10, Kythologieal referenees (pupils should know stories
involved)
a. Between Scylla and Charybdis (a choice between

two difficulties)
b. A Lotus-eater (om who passes his life in idle-

ness and dreamy ease)
c. A Siren (a beautiful woman who lures one to des-

truction)
(to lest one's

f.
g»
h.
1.

k.

To look to one's laurels
high position be lost)
Delphic words (words which are mysterious and
hard to interpret)
An Apollo (an exceedingly handsome man)
An Adonis (same as above)
The mdas-toueh (the power of making money)
A Procrustean system (a system which insists that
everyone shall conform to the saaa schema, at
whatever cost)
Pandora's box (surprises* usually unpleasant,
although not necessarily so)
Mounting Pegasus (attempting to compose poetry
or deliver an eloquent oration)
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1, The Waters of Lethe (any experience that brings
forgetfulness of ©are)

a* An Ameson (a woman of great physloal strength)
n. A TerpBlohorean feat (unusual skill In dancing)
o» Harpy (a rapaolous person)
p. A Protean artist (one who can assume various

roles successfully)

IV.

A* Following oral directions given in a series

B. Picking out main idea in a place of literature read

2. "Curriculum Guide for Social studies. Grades 7*12 (General
and Adapted Courses), Sooondarr Carrie .-niieti;-. _.
1», Kansas City, MiaaSfflT^^lo SoSocls, 1962, pp. 200-
202 •

UHXT SIX: Our world Today Strives to Achieve Freedom
Pease in the Pace of Challenging Problems

(suggested time • nine weeks)

I. The United nations seeks peaceful solutions within a
growing group of nations*

A* earlier attempts for world organisation
1* Grotlus, 1600 9s
2* Congress of Vienna, 1815
3. League of Nations, 1918-1939

B# Organisation
1* Assembly
2. security council
2i Economic-Social Council

. Trusteeship council

t
s International Court of Justice
• Specialised agencies

c. Prcbli
1. Establishing Israel

I: Secretary-General 9s office
5* Weaknesses in organization
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Atlantic charter uniting for Fmn
Dumbarton Oak* absolution
trusts U Thant
UlUCaf Zionism

XX* The western nations band together in protective blocs.

A* American unilateral assistance
1. Reasons for abandoning isolation
2. Marshall Han
3. finnan Doctrine

B» NATO
1, Formed against attack
2* Membership
3* Headquarters

C. European cooperation
1. Benelux
2* Coal and steal community

I: Proposed merger of w6" and "7"

Point Four

XXX* Communist Russia alas at world domination*

A* Causes for revolution
1* Reduced power
2* Reform* only surfess
3. Minority persecutions
«/* Military defeats

. stajBllaJBBBai if OeejaajsUsi

1* Double revolution
a* Kerensky moderates
b* Bolsheviks revolt

2* renin
a* Radical changes
b* new economic policy

3. Stalin
a* war against Trotsky
b. 5-year plans
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fr» Krushchev
a. De-Stallnlzation
b. Pmm am program*

C. Features of communism
1. Democratic window dressing
2. International domination
3. Isolation of Individuals

asjmfcUfl

XV* Asia, Africa,
the sun.

WCVD(OCPD)
Ootober revolution

and Latin America soak their placea In

a. Asia
1. India

a* world War II problem
b. Pakistan-Indian split
c. Propress and neutrality

2. Southeast Asia
a* Indonesia
b. Malaya
c. Burma
d. Thailand

3. Moslem area
a* Importance of oil
b« Anti-western feeling
a* Arab league

B. Africa
1. Southern friction

a* onion apartheid
b* Kenya Mau-Hau

2* French community

C. Latin America
1, organisation of American States
2. Halations with U.S.A.

Gandhi
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A UNIT ON LATIN AMERICA FOR THS TBAM TBACHTNO C0URS3
IW WORLD HISTORY AND ENGLISH

LATIN AMERICA
(3 Wsaks)

May 16 - June 3. 1966

Weak of May 16-20, 1966

nday
•Introduction of Unit—-latin America before Colonlza-

and tlon
Poster -flaps—Physical maps to show size relationship with

European nations; outline map on overhead projector
to show areas of civilization; students draw free-
hand maps
-lecture on South American Indians—civilization
level, culture, religion, social structure

-AffStfflt fffitra-credlt reports on A^epsMU*^*u-
s -Review of aaps with overhead projector

and -Filmstrip, The. Inoaa
Poster -Review of filmstrip and remind of reports
55jninA . . . . ...
Linnet -writing an informative article—magazines, news-
55 aim papers, etc.

-Organization—what to look for—where to look
1 1 1 1

"
1

cu.ienve&fio

n

ti m m i m<i ,. i,m ..

ers ^Pila on Majan Art—22 minutes
and -Filmstrip. Ass;

Foster -Overview of Precolonial civilization
55-aln* . *>•#-**:• »*#•>».* + «
Linnet Taking notes from sources—putting notes Into your
55 «in. own words—take notes on articles and write

of notes—hand In notes and summaries
E53S
55 rain.-TLn.-Discussion Groups, Linnet - 307

Myers - Auditorial
Faster. = 202 .

55 min.-Reports on Aztecs

-Review of Week's "'aterlal and Quiz
-Reports on Aztecs



Week of May 23-2?, 1966

ondoy
Ryers -Latin American Colonisation and Independence
and -Trass pattern of colonization on outline naps
Poster Areas of Spanish Colonies

Areas of Portuguese Colonies
!1bn-Hlspanlo Colonies

•Film, Age pX Plsoovery t Spanish and Portuguese
Colonies

-Comparison of Informative reports or articles with
short fictional stories

-Setting* characters, theme of atory
-20 minutes to write a trial story
-Bead stories aloud
-Assign stories with setting in colonial latin

with characters from particular class

out mimeographed outlines with questions cover-
Mi lng colonization to independence

Poster -Lecture on outlines (1st half), answering questions
Z0.n*n* mmm _ _ _ _
Linnet -Review assignment

^q °l*fjt fftryofry*

-Cower last half of outlines
and

Poster
20ja^n* _
Linnet -Work on stories—giro help to those hawing dlffl-

Q^alf^ff—hf4 Iff ffforles at end of period

Myers -Quiz from outlines—30 minutes
and

Eoatar. ........
Linnet -Bead best stories and discuss them—good points—

. ffi". : i
i 'ill .v" „,?",

:

,

t,
ii,"

i

,

i
::""

i rrr, r;\-,\ ,„ ^.i ,,'.„ ,. .: ::,,;'„", ":,
'ir-,", w.r. ,it.'



Week of Hay 30-June 3 ( 1966

Monday
rcer —

1

•Latin America and tha United States
-Monroe Doctrine

Kyers -Mexican war
55 min.-Unlted states intsrventlon
. . . .-floilto* B»I»-**tleles. an.L»tln.Aoariaa«
Llnnat -Watching for current events

-Recognition of fact and, opinion
Tuesday

-Latin Anerlca and tha United States Today
and —Aid programs
lyers -organization of Aiaerloan states (OAS)
SSjnin* . . .
Linnet -Sunaarlzlng news articles
y-rgmff °f m<>ffW<re <>t *>l«»—«xsrqlso« i^ c^afi

I HHHf -
and -Dominioan Republic
Wyers
55.m*nA _,. m
All -Review of unit

-Discussion Groups—linnet - 30?
Myers - 308

. . .pa»fc«s = Au$i$orium.

Study period—indiTidual help

Friday
unit 8s**—55 sAnatea

E*Itfir. ........ .
Llnnat -Sxam on Informative artloles and short stories

55 minutes
BBSS
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faculty and staff of Central High school, Kansas

City, Missouri, wars plagued at the beginning of the 196b-

1965 school year with the seemingly overwhelming problems of

pupil underaohlevement and a grossly overcrowded building.

In an effort to alleviate both problems, administrators

turned to the concept of team teaching, the Spring semester

of the aforementioned school session saw the introduction of

four team programs Involving four hundred students and ten

The purpose of this study was to describe one of

those programs, in particular the project in tenth grade

Sngllsh sad World History, which Involved asms one hundred

seventy students and three teachers* In addition to the

description, an analysis of the various features of the pro-

ject was mads In relation to its stated objectives, and,

finally, an overall evaluation was attempted which would

suggest means for improvement*

These purposes were achieved by means of information

gained through observations, Interviews, and a review of

literature on the subject of team teaching. Articles, re-

ports of team projects, and books on team teaching that had

been published since 1959 were utilized in that review.

The objectives for the team project were (1) to

utilise more effectively existing spams and personnel

1



(2) to provide a more effective utilization of available

materials and resotireeet and (3) through these first two

steps, to provide a more diversified, and therefore more

effective, learning process*

Ins investigation of the World History and English

teen teaching project revealed that these objectives vers

being fulfilled only in a very limited sense , so United in

fact that the overall value of the project was questionable.

This conclusion was based upon the following facts* The

assumption most basic to the objectives, that diversifica-

tion of approach leads to more effective learning, was lost

by the overwhelming dominance of presentation or lecture

periods. This dominance was fostered by (1) inadequate

planning on the part of administrators and participating

faculty, (2) facilities that were not entirely appropriate

,

(3) the unfortunate development of a crippling disagreement

that developed between team members, and (fc) the lack of

adequate devices for evaluation,

Suggestions for improvement were that (1) more ade-

quate preparation be attained by use of a special consultant

and study of pertinent literature by administrators and team

members; (2) more attention be paid to educational philoso-

phy and personality In the selection of team teachers g (3)

ears flexibility and diversity be made possible by Instal-

lation of moveable partitions in the team classroom and



more effective use of teacher specialization; and CO that

provisions for evaluation of pupil ahlavement, materials

and resources utilized, and personnel be Included

point of initiation of the project*


